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Kumar is chief financial officer at Sify Technologies Ltd. See M P Vijay Kumar's compensation, career history, education, and memberships. M P Vijay Kumar is himself a fellow CA and associate management accountant. This book is published by Snow White Publications Pvt Ltd. This book is available for all the CA final year students who wish to establish a better future. One can avail it from all online and offline stores with cash on delivery. Also, CA Vijay Kumar is expert in theory, law, and practice. He helps a number of students, young chartered accountants, by sharing his expertise knowledge and coaching them towards a better life. He is good in managing a street-end church to a large corporate. His service to the society is enormous. I thank him for his service and wish him all the best. Amalgamation theory by M P Vijay Kumar Sir is the best lecture in accounts amalgamation theory. M P Vijay Kumar Sir is a popular teacher of CA subjects and a prominent professional speaker on international financial reporting standards (IFRS). M P Vijay Kumar chief.